SERVICES STRATEGIE CAD
PASSION FOR INNOVATION
STRATEGIE CAD: ABOUT US
The Strategie CAD mission aims at evolving the concept of
creation, design and production by making the most of the
best-performing high-tech solutions, thus allowing both
small and large companies to project towards a new
dimension, in line with the many changes introduced by the
fashion market.
We pursue this objective by collaborating with partners of
excellence, by providing 2D and 3D CAD, 3D Digitizer and 3D
color print solutions, by combining prototyping with highquality photorealistic rendering, and finally by
manufacturing through cutting systems that guarantee a
capillary, modular and clever control.

CHECKING AND REPAIRING FILES FOR 3D PRINTING
Do you have trouble printing a model made or downloaded from the Web? Can you not find the right way to
eliminate imperfections or intersecting surfaces? Strategie Cad offers you the repair service that's right for you!
Some of the errors in a file are not identifiable except with the use of dedicated professional software and through
the careful eye of the expert printer.
An object with imperfections could lead to waste of time during the prototyping cycle until the consequent
printing failure.
Strategie Cad shall make available to the consumer the top range instrumentation and the experience gained in the
sector, to offer a careful analysis, evaluation and repair of 3D files Maximizing the success rate of your print!

REQUEST FOR PRICE QUOTE
To receive a personalized quotation, send an email to the
address callcenter.strategiecad@gmail.com with following
infos:

Click on our logo to discover all the products and
services chosen for you

Company Name,
Address,
Referent,
Phone number,
Image and File to analyze,
Date of request for delivery,
Desired print material
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